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Lay Abstract

Previous research has suggested that there are some important differences between males and females with autism spectrum conditions (ASC) with, for example, females being better able to hide or compensate for their difficulties. ASC is also more often associated with males than with females and this tends to be reflected both in perceptions of the conditions and in the kinds of symptoms and behaviours included in assessments used to identify and diagnose them. Together, these factors may make it more difficult to identify ASCs in females. In this study, we tested whether a recommended screening tool for ASC, the AQ-10, worked the same way in males and females and was free of bias against females. We found individual items that differed across the sexes, but these cancelled out when considering the test as a whole. While this supports the continued use of the AQ-10 as a brief screen for ASC, it suggests a need to be cautious about interpreting responses to individual items.
Abstract

Diagnostic bias is a concern in autism spectrum conditions (ASC) where prevalence and presentation differ by sex. To ensure that females with ASC are not under-identified, it is important that ASC screening tools do not systematically underestimate autistic traits in females relative to males. We evaluated whether the AQ-10, a brief screen for ASC recommended by the National Institute of Clinical Excellence (NICE) in cases of suspected ASC, exhibits such a bias. Using an item response theory approach, we evaluated differential item functioning (DIF) and differential test functioning (DTF). We found that although individual items showed some sex bias, these biases at times favoured males and at other times favoured females. Thus, at the level of test scores the item-level biases cancelled out to give an unbiased overall score. Results support the continued use of the AQ-10 sum score in its current form; however, suggest that caution should be exercised when interpreting responses to individual items. The nature of the item level biases could serve as a guide for future research into how ASC affects males and females differently.
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Autism spectrum condition (ASC) are characterised by difficulties in social communication and interaction alongside restricted interests and repetitive behaviour (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). The impairments associated with ASC can have a significant impact on functioning and well-being. Individuals with ASC may experience difficulties living independently, forming friendships, and gaining employment (Eaves & Ho, 2008) and adults with ASC are at higher risk of experiencing suicidal thoughts than people in the general population (Cassidy et al., 2014).

Facilitating access to relevant services and resources for individuals with ASC and their families relies on accurately identifying the condition. Many individuals who would meet the criteria for a diagnosis of ASC are currently not known to relevant ASC services (Baron-Cohen et al., 2009; Kim et al. 2011) and investing effort in identifying these individuals could bring much needed assistance to those who need it. Full diagnostic assessment for ASC is a time and resource intensive process and places a potentially significant burden on the individual being assessed. It would be unsustainable and undesirable to submit individuals to this process without evidence for the appropriateness of such assessment, especially given that the prevalence of ASC is around only 1% in the population (Baird et al., 2006; Baron-Cohen et al., 2009). To this end, brief screening tools for ASC have been developed to quickly assess suspected cases of ASC in order to identify individuals who may have undiagnosed autism, whilst filtering out those for whom a full diagnostic assessment is unlikely to be appropriate.

The AQ-10 was developed as a brief screen for ASC for use with adults with average or above average intellectual functioning (Allison, Auyeung & Baron-Cohen, 2012). It is a 10 item self-report measure that can be administered by frontline clinicians and social care
professionals. The National Institute for Clinical Excellence (Guideline 142; NICE, 2012) recommends administering the AQ-10 to individuals suspected of having an ASC and offering full diagnostic assessment to those who score above the cut-off point of 6 (based on binary item scores). Studies evaluating the performance of the AQ-10 against the criterion of clinical diagnosis have suggested that it performs well in identifying individuals with an ASC (Allison et al., 2012; Booth, Murray, McKenzie, Kuenssberg, O’Donnell & Burnett, 2014). However, an important outstanding issue in the use of the AQ-10 and other screens for ASC is the possibility that their use contributes to a diagnostic bias; specifically, the under-identification of females with ASC.

It has been noted that when a clinical condition varies in its prevalence and/or presentation across males and females, there is the potential for diagnostic bias – the under- or over-diagnosis of one sex relative to the other (Rutter, Caspi & Moffitt, 2003). In ASC, sex ratios vary dependent on subtype, level of functioning, and population, but there is little doubt that males outnumber females, with overall sex ratios in the region of 2:1 to 4:1 (Fombonne, 2009; Baron-Cohen et al., 2011). Furthermore, sex differences in ASC have been reported at the genetic, physiological and behavioural level (Lai et al 2013; Lai et al., 2015). Several authors have suggested that, reflected in this male preponderance and perhaps because of possible female compensatory mechanisms, females with ASC are less likely to be successfully identified than males with similar levels of impairment (Krieser & White, 2014; Lai et al. 2015; Baron-Cohen, Lombardo, Auyeung & Chakrabarti, 2011). For example, Russell, Steer and Golding (2011) found that, when controlling for ASC trait severity, males were more likely to receive a diagnosis of ASC than females. Similarly, among those who receive a diagnosis of ASC, females are on average older at the point of diagnosis (Begeer et al. 2013; Giarelli et al. 2010; Rutherford et al. 2016; Shattuck et al. 2009). These observations are consistent with the evidence that in order to receive a diagnosis of ASC, females with
ASC must display more severe symptoms or present with additional problems relative to males (Dworzinski, Ronald, Bolton & Happé 2012; Zwaigenbaum et al. 2012). Factors that contribute to females being under-recognised may include greater social motivation to try to fit in or to try to ‘camouflage’ difficulties, the use of another girl in the peer-group as a model for social learning and possibly better language and/or imitation skills (e.g. Lai, Lombardo, Auyeung, Chakrabrti & Baron-Cohen, 2015).

If there are diagnostic biases in ASC, females with ASC may be less likely to gain access to services and resources from which they can benefit. Furthermore, because much research into ASC relies on clinically diagnosed samples, any diagnostic biases that lead to an under-representation of females are translated into non-representative research samples and, in turn, biased substantive conclusions. The need for females to display more severe symptoms to receive a diagnosis of ASC may, for example, partly explain the observation that in clinically diagnosed samples, females can sometimes show more severe ASC traits and comorbid psychopathology than males (Carter, Black, Tewani, Connolly, Kadlec & Tager-Flusberg, 2007; Dworzynski et al. 2012; Hartley & Sikora, 2009). Therefore, ensuring that the process of identifying ASC is not biased against females is an important goal for ensuring fairness of diagnostic procedures in a clinical context and accuracy of substantive conclusion in a research context.

Given the potential for bias in identifying females with ASC, and the use of screening tools in the referral of individuals for full clinical ASC assessment, one important question is whether these screening tools display a gender bias. Although, owing to a lack of research, there has been little direct evidence to suggest that screening tools are biased in this way, the possibility has been raised and is consistent with the generally ‘male-focused’ process of development and evaluation of assessments for ASC (Kreiser & White, 2014). That is, it has been argued that the inclusion of symptom and behavioural indicators in ASC assessments
has been influenced by the perception that ASC is primarily a ‘male condition’. The problem is compounded by the fact that the validation of ASC assessments has utilised predominantly male samples. It is therefore a concern that items from commonly used and recommended ASC screens may function differently according to whether the respondent is male or female. Females with ASC may, for example, fail to endorse some items because they refer to more typically male manifestations. In this case, the items will be expected to show differential item functioning (DIF).

An item can be said to show differential item functioning (DIF) by sex if a male and female of the same level of ASC traits have different probabilities of endorsing that item (Magis, Béland, Tuerlinekx & De Boeck, 2010). This logic can be extended to differential test functioning (DTF) where the expected total score on a test differs for a male and female of the same level of ASC trait. It is possible for DIF to occur without DTF if there are some items biased in favour of females that balance out items biased in favour of males. However, if there are biases that do not cancel out, the test can systematically under- or over- estimate the ASC levels of females relative to males, or vice versa. Clearly this is undesirable in screening for ASC.

Identifying DIF can also provide new insights or highlight undetected differences in the presentation of ASC between males and females. Although they did not formally assess DIF, Kopp and Gillberg (2011) found some evidence that males and females with ASC have different likelihoods of endorsing certain items of the Autism Spectrum Screening Questionnaire –Revised Extended version (ASSQ-REV). Regarding DSM-IV (APA, 2000), ASC diagnostic indicator of having friends that are appropriate to developmental age, boys with ASC were more likely to endorse an item indicating that they lacked best friends, whereas girls were more likely to endorse an item that indicated that they interact mainly
with younger children. The study by Kopp and Gillberg (2011), therefore, highlighted one way in which social deficits in ASC may manifest differently in males and females.

Given the importance of DIF and DTF for fair screening practices, for ensuring that substantive conclusions regarding sex differences are not skewed by diagnostic bias, and the potential for it to yield new insights into sex differences, it was our aim in this study to evaluate DIF and DTF in the AQ-10.

**Method**

**Participants**

We used archival data comprising a combined sample of individuals with a clinical diagnosis of ASC and control individuals. Our rationale for doing so was twofold. First, at the point of use of a screening tool, it is not known whether an individual meets the criteria for a diagnosis of ASC, therefore, it is more representative of how the AQ-10 is used in practice to use a combined sample that is agnostic to ASC status. Second, previous research has highlighted that restricting analyses to data from only clinically diagnosed or control individuals risks biasing statistical results through range restriction, assuming that ASC traits are on a continuum (Murray, McKenzie, Kuenssberg & O’Donnell, 2014). Previous research has suggested that such a continuum is captured by the AQ: the larger instrument from which the AQ-10 is derived (Murray, Booth, McKenzie & Kuesssberg, 2015).

There were 557 females and 680 males who reported a diagnosis of ASC included in our analyses. Participants were recruited online via the volunteer database of the Autism Research Centre (www.autismresearchcentre.com). The majority of the sample reported having a clinical diagnosis of Asperger Syndrome (AS, N=998) or High Functioning Autism (HFA, N=158). Other reported diagnoses included pervasive developmental disorder (PDD),
PDD not otherwise specified (PDD-NOS), autism, atypical autism, autism spectrum condition (ASC) and autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Individuals were included if they reported having a clinical diagnosis of ASD and provided details of their diagnosis. Diagnoses were pre-existing and not administered by the research team. Individuals were not selected for, or excluded from, the sample based on AQ or AQ-10 scores. The clinically diagnosed sub-sample had a mean AQ-10 score of 8 (SD=1.97) and a mean age of 35.02 years (SD=13.10). The majority was of White European (Caucasian) ethnicity.

There were 4,462 female and 2,894 male controls included in our analyses. All controls were recruited online via the volunteer database at www.cambridgepsychology.com, and none reported having a first-degree relative with a diagnosis of ASC. As expected, the control sub-sample had a lower mean AQ-10 score of 2.86 (SD=2.02) but were similar in other respects. The difference in age between the two sub-samples was statistically significant ($t (1,705.9) = 7.9, p<.001$) but this partly reflected the very large sample size as the actual mean age of 31.82 (SD=13.50) of the control sub-sample was similar to that of the clinically diagnosed sub-sample. Given the very small association between age and AQ-10 scores ($r (8,590) = .05, p<.001$) this difference in age was not judged to be problematic. Like the clinically diagnosed sub-sample, the control sub-sample was also of majority White European origin. The total sample size for the current analysis was 8,593 (female = 5,019; 58.4%).

**Measures**

**AQ-10**

The AQ-10 is a brief 10 item self-report screen for ASC (Allison et al., 2012). Items ask the participants to rate the extent to which they agree with a statement about their behavioural preferences or tendencies by selecting one of four response options ‘Strongly
Agree’, ‘Definitely Agree’, ‘Slightly Disagree’ and ‘Definitely Disagree’. Four of the items are phrased such that selecting ‘Strongly Agree’ indicates high levels of autistic traits and six are phrased in the opposite direction where selecting ‘Strongly Disagree’ indicates high levels of autistic traits. The AQ-10 is then scored on a dichotomous response format by assigning both ‘Strongly Agree’ and ‘Agree’ responses a numerical value of 0 (or 1 depending on the direction in which the item is phrased) and the ‘Disagree’ and ‘Strongly Disagree’ responses a numerical value of 1 (or 0). The individual item scores are then summed to give a score out of 10. Previous research has suggested that scoring above 6 is an indicator that an individual may have an ASC (Allison et al., 2012). Although, dichotomising scores reduces the precision of the instrument; this scoring system is currently preferred for two reasons: first, it is simpler and more practical for the frontline professionals who use the tool in practice and second, validation studies to date have been based on this scoring system (Allison et al. 2012; Booth et al. 2014; Murray, Booth et al., 2015). As it is this scoring system that is used in clinical practice, we adopted it for the current study in order to reflect the screening process as it actually occurs, acknowledging the possibility that this screening process may not be optimal from the perspective of maximising precision of trait-level estimates.

The scale was developed from the full 50 item Autism Spectrum Quotient (AQ; Baron-Cohen, Wheelright, Skinner, Martin & Clubley, 2001) by selecting the 2 items that showed the best discrimination between individuals with a diagnosis of ASC and controls within each of the 5 subscales of the AQ. Thus, two items each were selected from the ‘Attention to Detail’, ‘Attention Switching’, ‘Communication’, ‘Imagination,’ and ‘Social’ subscales of the full AQ. After selecting these items, Allison et al. (2012) assessed the ability of the AQ-10 to successfully categorise individuals as case versus non-case using Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve analysis. The scale performed well, yielding an area under the curve (AUC) of .95 and a sensitivity and specificity at the cut-off point of 6 of .88.
and .91 respectively. In an independent sample using a similar methodology, Booth et al. (2014) found that the AQ-10 could discriminate between individuals with and without a clinical diagnosis of ASC cases and controls with sensitivity and specificity of .80 and .87 respectively at the suggested cut-point of 6. In this study, all participants were administered the full 50-item AQ but only the 10 items of the AQ-10 were selected for analysis. Although all 50 items of the AQ were available, we focussed on the AQ-10 rather than the full AQ because it is the former that is recommended for use as a screen for ASD in clinical practice due to its brevity and ease of administration.

**Statistical Procedure**

**Preliminary analyses**

We assessed item bias by sex using an item response theory (IRT) approach that assumes that items measure a single underlying construct (unidimensionality). We began by evaluating whether the 10 items of the AQ-10 formed a reasonable approximation to a unidimensional scale in males and females separately. We used several methods to evaluate this: parallel analysis with principal components analysis (PA-PCA), the minimum average partial (MAP) test and examination of a scree plot. We also ensured that a single factor model provided good fit in a confirmatory factor analysis. To account for the binary response format, we used weighted least squares means and variances (WLSMV) estimation. Scaling and identification were achieved by fixing the latent variable variance to 1. Models were estimated in *Mplus 6.11* (Muthén & Muthén, 2010). We judged the models to be good fitting if RMSEA was <.08 and were TLI and CFI>.95 (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Yu, 2002).

**Differential Item Functioning**
We assessed Differential item functioning (DIF) using an IRT approach. Item responses were modelled using 2 parameter logistic model (2PL) which uses the following model to represent the probability of endorsing an item in terms of a logistic function of the difference between the trait level of the individual and the location of the item on the trait continuum:

\[
P_j(\theta_i) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp[-a_j(\theta_i + b_j)]},
\]

(1)

where \(\theta_i\) is the latent trait level for individual \(i\), and \(a_j\) and \(b_j\) are the discrimination and location parameters for item \(j\) respectively. The advantage of using the 2PL is that both uniform and non-uniform DIF can be identified (Magis et al., 2010). Uniform bias occurs when only the \(b_j\) parameter differs by group and non-uniform bias occurs when the \(a_j\) parameter differs by group.

Uniform bias suggests that the degree to which males (or females) are more likely to endorse an item than females (or males) of a comparable underlying level of autistic traits is the same across the entire range of the AQ-10. That is, both the direction and the size of item bias is uniform across autistic trait levels. There are two types of non-uniform bias. First, ordinal uniform bias is when the degree of bias in an item varies across autistic trait levels but it is always the same group that is more likely to endorse the item given their latent trait level. That is, in ordinal non-uniform bias, only the size and not the direction of bias varies across latent trait levels. This could happen if, for example, an item was only biased for individuals who were high in autistic traits or of the degree of bias in an item became larger as trait levels neared the clinical range. Disordinal non-uniform bias is when not only the degree but also the direction of the bias depends on autistic trait levels; for example, when females are more likely to endorse an item at low autistic trait levels but males are more likely to endorse it at
high autistic trait levels. It is important to test for non-uniform bias particularly in instruments such as the AQ-10 that employ cut-points to select individuals because non-uniform bias could result in serious bias around the cut-point even if the test as a whole seems to show little overall bias. Furthermore, the differences in the degree and direction of bias across different trait levels may provide some insights into how autistic traits manifest differently in males and females depending on autistic trait levels, rather than assuming that sex differences are the same across all levels.

DIF can be visualised by plotting item characteristic curves (ICCs), which show the relation between latent trait level and the probability of endorsing an item. Figure 1 shows a hypothetical example of uniform bias in the 2PL. The two lines represent the ICCs for an item as administered to two different groups, such as males and females. Here the ICCs are parallel and differ only in their location but not in their slope. Figure 2 shows a hypothetical example of an item showing (ordinal) non-uniform DIF. Here the ICCs are non-parallel: the slope for one of the groups has a steeper gradient. Only when there is no (uniform or non-uniform) DIF will the item characteristic curves (ICCs) for an item will be identical for males and females.

IRT models were, unless otherwise stated, estimated using the mirt package in R statistical software using expectation maximisation-based estimation (Chalmers, 2012; R Core Team, 2014). To test for DIF, one group is chosen as the reference group (here males) and the other is the focal group (here females). The model in eq. 1 is estimated in both groups on a common metric obtained by using items identified as non-DIF as anchors fixed equal across groups. This allows a direct comparison of the parameters for males and females. However, as the presence of DIF items can mask or promote the spurious detection of DIF in other items, an item purification process has been recommended as first step (Kim & Cohen, 1995). First, all the items are tested for DIF under an initial assumption of no DIF. Based on
this, those items that are identified as showing DIF are removed from the set and the process repeated without them. This is repeated until a set of items with no DIF has been obtained. This set is then used as the basis for transforming the parameters of the focal group on to the same scale as the reference group. After this final transformation, DIF is evaluated for all items, including those that were previously excluded from the set. To identify an initial set of non-DIF items we used the difR package in R statistical software (Magis et al., 2010), which automates this procedure.

Using a set of item as anchors identified as non-DIF in a first step, we transformed the male and female parameters to be on the same scale and conducted our main tests of DIF and DTF. This was achieved by estimating a multi-group 2PL model with the a and b parameters for the non-DIF items fixed equal across males and females. The statistical significance of DIF in the remaining items was evaluated by comparison of the fit of a model with and without the a and b parameters fixed equal across groups. Using this method, the presence of DIF was indicated when a chi-square difference test suggested a significant deterioration in fit with the addition of these constraints. However, as trivially small differences between models can easily be significant in such large sample sizes, we also examined information theoretic criteria. Smaller (more negative) values of Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), sample size adjusted BIC (saBIC) and Aikake Information Criterion (AIC), indicate a better fitting model. When the difference in BIC between two models was >10, this was taken to suggest strong enough evidence to consider an item to show DIF of potential practical significance. Raftery (1995) classifies a BIC difference >10 as ‘very strong’ evidence in favour of the better fitting model, with values between 6 and 10 representing ‘strong’ evidence; values between 2 and 6 representing ‘positive’ evidence; and values between 0 and 2 representing ‘weak’ evidence. We chose this stricter criterion because we were interested in DIF that was likely to have an effect that mattered in practice. ICCs for items identified as
DIF based on this criterion were plotted in order to provide further insights into the nature of the DIF.

**Differential test functioning**

Differential test functioning (DTF) was assessed by examining the differences in expected total scores for males and females given the same ASC trait levels. First, test characteristic curves (TCCs) for each males and females were obtained by summing the 10 item characteristic curves for each group. For the female group we used the item characteristic curves derived after transformation of item parameters to the same scale as the male group. We evaluated the overall bias in the AQ-10 by inspection of the similarity of the TCCs. We focused on scores and latent trait values around the cut-off point of 6. This allowed us to evaluate whether it was likely that males scoring around this cut-point actually had lower trait levels than females scoring around this cut-point.

We also conducted several formal tests of DTF. To assess overall bias in the AQ-10 we computed the signed (sDTF) and unsigned DTF (uDTF) using the method described by Chalmers, Counsell and Flora (2016). sDTF is a measure of the average directional bias and the uDTF is a measure of the average absolute bias, irrespective of which group it favours. As the AQ-10 has a maximum total score of 10, sDTF for this test can range from -10 (completely biased in favour of females) to 10 (completely biased in favour of males). The uDTF for the AQ-10 has a possible range of 0 (no bias) to 10. The sDTF and uDTF will be identical if the TCCs for males and females do not cross at any point. We evaluated the statistical significance of sDTF using the method described in Chalmers et al. (2016). In brief, standard errors and confidence intervals are obtained using an imputation-based method where the standard error of sDTF and uDTF is estimated using the standard deviation of the estimated sDTF and uDTF across the imputed datasets. Significance tests are not currently
available for uDTF because its lower bound is zero, thus complicating the ability to test the null hypothesis that uDTF=0 in the population; therefore, we report 95% confidence intervals for both uDTF and sDTFs but significance tests for sDTF only.

As the most important question regarding bias in the AQ-10 is whether it is biased around its cut-point of 6, we also computed latent trait values in males and females that corresponded to this cut-point and evaluated DTF and its statistical significance at these points on the latent trait continuum.

Results

Preliminary Analyses

Proportions of item endorsement and mean AQ-10 total scores for males and females are provided in Table 1. Item numbers refer to the item numbers from the original full length AQ and all items are coded in the direction of endorsing an item indicating a higher level of ASC. The AQ-10 total scores suggest that in the current sample, males showed higher average autistic trait scores when cases and controls were combined; however, the DIF and DTF methodology does not require that the two groups have equal trait distributions. Despite differing in trait levels, however, the pattern of item endorsement was similar across males and females. For example, item 5 (noticing small sounds) was the most endorsed item while item 20 (reading fictional character intentions) was the least endorsed item for both sexes.

Unidimensionality test

PA-PCA indicated 1 dimension for females and 2 for males; MAP indicated 1 dimension in both sexes and examination of scree plots indicated 1 strong general dimension for both sexes (for females the first eigenvalue= 5.2 while the second eigenvalue=1.00; for males the first eigenvalue=4.8 and second eigenvalue=1.1). Fit statistics for the single group
CFAs are provided in Table 2. These indicated that a unidimensional model was a good fit according to conventional model fit criteria (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Yu, 2002). We also examined 2-factor exploratory solutions to see if they yielded substantively meaningful second factors; however, in both males and females, these yielded one general factor and one minor factor defined by a single item pair. Overall, these tests suggested that the data were sufficiently unidimensional to allow us to proceed with the IRT analyses assuming unidimensionality.

**DIF analysis**

The initial iterative item purification procedure identified items AQ5 and AQ20 as non-DIF, therefore, these items were used as anchors to place the female parameters on the same scale as the male parameters. The 2PL model parameter estimates for males and females are provided in Table 3. The DIF tests are also provided in this table. Based on the chi-square different test there was statistically significant DIF in items 28, 32, 37, 41 and 45. For items 37, 41 and 45 the BIC difference suggested that the DIF was not practically significant (>10) although for item 37, the BIC difference of 9.7 suggested it was close to practically significant.. The male and female ICCs for the items showing evidence of practically significant DIF are provided in Figures 3 and 4. For AQ28 the bias favoured females, i.e. for the same latent trait level, females were more likely to endorse the item than males. For AQ32, the bias was in the opposite direction and favoured males.

**DTF analysis**

The TCCs for males and females are provided in Figure 5. Visual inspection of male and females TCCs suggested that they were very similar. The sDTF value was -0.02 (p=.33; 95% CI=-0.08 to 0.03) and the uDTF value was 0.0 (95% CI= 0.02 to 0.12). sDTF for the AQ-10 was not statistically significant overall (p=.33).
DTF at the AQ-10 cut-point

The horizontal line in Figure 5 represents the test cut-off score of 6. The vertical line represents the latent trait level at which males crossed this threshold (= 1.07). This value was very similar to the latent trait level at which females crossed this threshold (= 1.04). At the latent trait value of 1.07 corresponding to the cut-point of 6 in males, sDTF was 0.09 and not statistically significant \((p=.25)\). At the latent trait value of 1.04, the value at which female expected scores were at the cut-point of 6, sDTF was also 0.09 and not statistically significant \((p=.24)\).

Discussion

In the current study we evaluated whether males and females of equivalent autistic trait levels were liable to score differently on the items of the AQ-10, indicating differential item functioning (DIF). We also evaluated whether the expected test scores on the AQ-10 differed for males and females of the same ASC trait levels (differential test functioning; DTF). Five items showed statistically significant DIF, but only two of these could be considered practically significant. More importantly, the direction of bias was not consistent and the biases in favour of males and females balanced out at the level of the test score. This meant that overall there was no appreciable DTF either around the cut-off point of 6 or across the rest of the latent trait distribution. The lack of overall bias in test scores generally supports the use of the AQ-10 as a brief screen for ASC in both males and females, albeit with the caveat that it is unbiased only through bias cancellation and not through a lack of item-level bias.

Whether or not the fact that some items showed DIF is a serious problem is a subject for debate. Some methodologists have recommended that during scale development and evaluation process, items should be assessed for DIF by key sub-groups (here sex), with those
items showing DIF being candidates for exclusion (Sass, 2011). However, this must be weighed against the need for screening assessments to include items that are best able to discriminate between individuals with and without ASC. Given that the AQ-10 items were selected to maximise discrimination between individuals with ASC and controls (Allison et al. 2012) and that the results of the current study suggest that the test as a whole is unbiased with respect to sex, we would argue that the AQ-10 achieves a good balance between these considerations. Thus, we recommend that it continues to be used in its current form when considering the total score. Of course, it is important to acknowledge that biases in individual items remain; they merely cancel one another at the level of the whole test. Thus, caution is due when interpreting responses to individual items because it cannot be said that endorsement of certain items has the same meaning for males and females in terms of their latent trait levels.

Another possibility would be to explicitly acknowledge sex differences in ASC and use information about sex differential item discrimination and difficulty to select the optimal items for screening to maximise accuracy in males and females separately. That is, to develop a separate female AQ-10 and male AQ-10. This would move the focus on to maximising diagnostic accuracy overall and explicitly acknowledge the idea that ASC is likely to manifest differently in males and females. Such an idea would represent a logical extension of the idea that ‘female ASC’ may require special attention with respect to timely identification and support needs (e.g. Hallady et al., 2015).

The DIF effects were observed were in items AQ28: ‘I usually concentrate more on the whole picture, rather than the small details’ and AQ32: ‘I find it easy to do more than one thing at once’. While it is not possible to be certain what the cause if the DIF in these cases is, we can suggest some speculative explanations that could help inform future research.
Consider first item AQ28 from the Attention to Detail domain referring to global versus local processing style. It showed a pattern of DIF whereby it was: 1) slightly more discriminating in males and 2) more likely to be endorsed by females given ASC level. That is, females were more likely to report attending to small details versus the whole picture than males of the same ASC trait level. This is consistent with the evidence that males have a tendency towards adopting global/holistic strategies while females tend to opt for more local/piecewise strategies on a range of tasks (e.g. see Pletzer, 2014). The DIF result implies that researchers should consider controlling for ASC trait level – or other symptoms that differ in manifestation or prevalence across the sexes – when investigating sex ‘normal’ differences because sex differences in ASC traits could mask such differences. However, this result should also be replicated using well-validated behavioural paradigms of local processing bias. It may be the case that males and females of the same ASC level do not differ in local versus global processing bias but simply interpret and respond to this particular item differently: a hypothesis that could be explored in future research by interviewing male and female respondents completing the AQ-10.

AQ32, referring to multi-tasking ability showed the opposite pattern of DIF. It was: 1) slightly less discriminating in males and 2) more likely to be endorsed by males given ASC level. We would argue that this most likely reflects normative sex differences that appear when ASC levels are taken into account. There is some evidence that females outperform males on multi-tasking paradigms (Stoet et al., 2013). The observed DIF effect implies that this previously identified female advantage is not simply a result of females tending have lower levels of ASC traits but a sex difference that exists independent of ASC. However, it is important to take into account the lay perception that multi-tasking is a more ‘female’ trait (e.g. see Stoet et al., 2013). This could affect the way that males and females respond to this item over and above their true multi-tasking ability and, for example, lead males to under-
report their multi-tasking ability because of a disinclination to endorse a female-typical behaviour.

**Limitations and Future Directions**

It is important to consider the potential limitations of the current study. First, although our sample size was large and included a broad range of ASC trait levels, including individuals with and without a clinical diagnosis, it was not a random draw from the population and can, therefore, not be considered population representative. We also had limited information about co-morbid psychopathology and could not, therefore, take this into account in our analyses. Future research should also examine the impact of co-morbidities especially on item responding. For example, ASC shows both overlap and co-morbidity with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; Mayes, Calhoun, Mayes & Molitoris, 2012). As a result, there may be at least some items of the AQ-10 endorsed by respondents because of an underlying ADHD rather than ASC difficulty (e.g. see Sizoo et al. 2009).

It is also necessary to consider the possible impact that administering the AQ-10 in the context of the AQ-50 could have had on results. Previous studies have suggested that item responses are affected by the context in which they are administered (Desai & Braitman, 2005) and are e.g. primed by immediately preceding items (Weinberger et al., 2006) resulting in responses that are more similar across items presented close together than far apart (e.g. Harrison, McLaughlin & Coalter, 1996). While there is no reason to think that these kinds of effects should introduce or mask DIF or DTF by sex, this should be confirmed in future research administering the AQ-10 in isolation.

In terms of our statistical models, we also used a unidimensional IRT model, even though strict unidimensionality rarely holds in real data. Although unidimensional model fit well and PA-PCA, MAP and scree plots generally supported unidimensionality, these
methods do not necessarily indicate whether and to what degree parameter estimates were biased by any violations of the assumption (e.g. Bonifay, Reise, Scheines & Meijer; Reise, Scheines, Widaman & Haviland, 2013). Fortunately, IRT parameter estimates appear to be relatively robust to minor violations of unidimensionality (Kirisci, Hsu & Yu, 2001). Furthermore, the AQ-10 is used ‘as if’ unidimensional in practice, making it important to evaluate bias is in the test score in a manner corresponding to the way it is used to screen for ASC. In addition, we also used only two items as anchors to provide a common scale for the male and female IRT parameters; ideally, a larger number of non-DIF items would have been available for this purpose.

Finally, this study only addressed one source of diagnostic bias: that arising in screening for ASC prior to full diagnostic assessment. Interpretational biases by frontline clinicians and referrers are also likely to play a role. For example, anecdotal accounts suggest that social difficulties in females with ASC are more likely to be attributed to the person being ‘just shy’ (Lai, Lombardo, Auyeung, Chakrabarti & Baron-Cohen, 2015) or overlooked because of a focus on other symptoms (see Luciano, Keller, Politi, Aguglia & Magnano, 2014 for case study examples). Future research will be required to investigate other sources of diagnostic bias.

Conclusions

Although the AQ-10 contains some items that are sex-biased, these biases cancel out to give an overall unbiased test. The continued use of the AQ-10 as a brief screen for ASC is, therefore, supported. In addition, the nature of the biases in the items of the AQ-10 reveal possible differences in how specific ASC behaviours may differ by sex.
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Table 1

**Item endorsement for male and female subsamples**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item Endorsement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I often notice small sounds when others do not (5).</td>
<td>Males</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I usually concentrate more on the whole picture, rather than the</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small details (28).</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I find it easy to do more than one thing at once (32).</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If there is an interruption, I can switch back to what I was doing</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very quickly (37).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I find it easy to ‘read between the lines’ when someone is talking</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to me (27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know how to tell if someone listening to me is getting bored</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(31)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When I’m reading a story I find it difficult to work out the</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>characters’ intentions (20)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like to collect information about categories of things (e.g.,</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>types of car, types of bird, types of train, types of plant, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(41)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I find it easy to work out what someone is thinking or feeling just</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by looking at their face (36)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I find it difficult to work out people’s intentions (45)</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AQ-10 total score</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(SD=2.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. Items are coded such that endorsing an item represents higher levels of autistic traits. AQ item numbers in parentheses.*
Table 2

Single group CFA model fits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$P$</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>TLI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>WRMR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>462.35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>580.84</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3

**2PL model parameter estimates and DIF analysis of AQ-10 items**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Male (a)</th>
<th>Male (b)</th>
<th>Female (a)</th>
<th>Female (b)</th>
<th>(\chi^2)</th>
<th>(p)</th>
<th>ΔAIC</th>
<th>ΔsaBIC</th>
<th>ΔBIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I often notice small sounds when others do not.</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>I usually concentrate more on the whole picture, rather than the small details. R</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>96.54</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
<td>92.54</td>
<td>84.78</td>
<td>78.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>I find it easy to do more than one thing at once. R</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
<td>48.27</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
<td>44.27</td>
<td>36.51</td>
<td>30.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>If there is an interruption, I can switch back to what I was doing very quickly. R</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>27.84</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
<td>23.83</td>
<td>16.07</td>
<td>9.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>I find it easy to ‘read between the lines’ when someone is talking to me. R</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>-0.92</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-7.88</td>
<td>-14.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>I know how to tell if someone listening to me is getting bored. R</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>-1.49</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>-1.44</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>-2.34</td>
<td>-10.10</td>
<td>-16.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>When I’m reading a story I find it difficult to work out the characters’ intentions</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>-1.56</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>-1.58</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>I like to collect information about categories of things (e.g., types of car, types of bird, types of train, types of plant, etc.).</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.71</td>
<td>28.34</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
<td>24.34</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>I find it easy to work out what someone is thinking or feeling just by looking at their face. R</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>-0.94</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>-1.01</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>-24.34</td>
<td>-2.23</td>
<td>-2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>I find it difficult to work out people’s intentions.</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>19.55</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
<td>48.69</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* R denotes reverse scored. Negative values of ΔAIC, ΔsaBIC and ΔBIC suggest that the model with no invariance constraints is better fitting.

**Figure Legends**
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**Figure 1**

Example of a hypothetical item showing uniform DIF

**Figure 2**

Example of a hypothetical item showing non-uniform DIF

**Figure 3**

Item characteristic curves for males and females for AQ28

**Figure 4**

Item characteristic curves for males and females for AQ32

**Figure 5**

Test characteristic curves for males and females (AQ-10 total scores)